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In te rvi ew:
T om M ea d o ws

He just travelled the world with

off playing the violin when I was four years

but the thing that has always influenced me

Kylie

Tom

old and played in lots of school orchestras

aside from drummers is melody. A great

Meadows trusts in and hits on a

up until I was around sixteen years old. I‘d

melody transcends genre, time and loca-

hybrid drum-kit built of acoustic

been playing drums for a couple of years

tion.

drums and a DTX900 kit. We talked

by then and they basically took over from

with him to know more about his

anything else. It wasn‘t really so much of

You have been on the road with Kylie

experiences.

a choice - I couldn‘t really imagine doing

Minogue on her world tour. That sounds

anything else - it was the most natural and

like a big challenge for a drummer. Let us

Hi Tom! Please introduce yourself in a

logical thing for me to pursue. Having said

know how you prepared for the shows.

few words and let us know about your

that, I really only started to add hard work

musical background.

to whatever natural ability I had when I was

Minogue:

For

her

Well, my name is Tom Meadows, I‘m from
London and I‘ve been a drummer for as
long as I can remember. I suppose I have
a jazz background, I studied at an arts college under the great trumpeter/composer
Ian Carr for two years and worked in many
London jazz ensembles for the early part
of my career. I moved in to other areas of
music as my tastes started to change and
opportunities to work with different artists
arose.
When did you decide to become a
musician and professional drummer?

about twenty, I realised that if I really wanted it and if it was worth having, I had to

Honestly, it was the most fun I‘ve ever had
on the road. Of course it was a challenge but that meant it stayed interesting from

work and truly learn my craft.

start to finish. In fact, the hard work was

Who or what are your main influences?

all the choices were made and dictated my

I honestly have so many. When I was starting to explore drumming, it was the masters like Elvin Jones, Jimmy Cobb and Art
Blakey. I also loved and was influenced
by Charlie Watts and Ringo Starr. Later on
came wonderful British drummers like Mark
Roberts, Andy Gangadeen, Frank Tontoh
and Pete Lewinson, along with guys like Jim
Keltner and Levon Helm. The two drum-

really all in the preparation as that‘s where
sketch for the whole tour. Kylie makes great
pop music but the production behind the
hits is as intricate and crafted as any other
music you can think of and retaining the
sonic integrity of the music is key. I worked
with our MD to decide which parts I wanted
to play or, indeed, which parts I should play
(and therefore which sounds I‘d be loading
in to my DTX).

mers that have stuck with me and remain

My focus was always making sure, whate-

My mum was a singer and as I was growing

true inspirations are Steve Jordan and Matt

ver I played kept the track moving and the

up, music was always around me. I started

Chamberlain. They are who influence me

audiences dancing. The new album was
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produced by Stuart Price who made for

There is so much happening on stage on

was probably about ten years ago, thanks

some very deep programming, in some tu-

a show like “Aphrodite”, it‘s easy to get

to Yamaha, the ability to do that on a high

nes. I was playing anything up to four kick

distracted, there‘s also so much going on

level has become a lot easier.

drums from start to finish. What that meant

backstage that the audience can‘t see that‘s

is that deciding what I was going to play

pretty distracting, too. Focus is the key to

Please explain your DTX set-up to our

was just the beginning.

all of that.

readers.

The geography of the sounds is the next

It‘s also important to stay fit on the road

step, mapping out the sounds across the

because a two and a half hour show is a

pads around the kit and making sure it
doesn‘t end up like a game of twister!
Sometimes I‘d be playing a kick sound with
my hand, sometimes with my foot - if you
see my hand moving, it‘s doing something,
just not necessarily what you may think it

marathon that could easily wipe you out if
you allowed it.
When did you start getting interested in
electronic drums/sounds?

Everything revolves around the DTX 900
module. It‘s a truly fantastic machine that
allows me to trigger sounds without having
to daisy chain or mess around with MIDI
interfaces, it‘s all done with one box. The
sounds get put on to a USB key and get auto-loaded when the machine is turned on,
it‘s beautifully simple and effective! I also

would be. Remembering my maps for each

I‘ve always been fascinated by sound and

use a Multi-12 as a patch changer so that I

song is the next step but that soon beco-

the fact that every drummer‘s sound is

don‘t have to reach for the module during

mes muscle memory, like any other aspect

their signature. The ability to add synthetic

of playing the kit. I absolutely love working

sounds to our palette just adds more possi-

in the electronic genre and the preparation

bilities to expand our signatures. Guys like

for these tours is one of the most exciting

Jim Keltner started experimenting with an

parts of my job.

organic approach to sampling and sounds
very early on in the advancement of the

the show. I have a KP125W kick drum pad
over to my left which is the hub of a sort
of self contained cocktail kit, if I want it to
be. Around that is three TP65 single zone
pads (just replaced by the wonderful new
XP70 pads) and an XP100T pad which allows me to real-time filter and effect sounds

What are the daily challenges when

technology. I then started to listen to bands

playing such a big gig night after night?

like Massive Attack where the sounds on the

everything that I used from Yamaha meant

As I just mentioned, remembering my pad

record were key to the whole thing working

I didn‘t worry at all throughout the whole

map is the key and therefore the most im-

live, I loved watching them re-create it and

tour; in fact, the backup DTX 900 didn‘t

portant challenge to overcome each night.

imagine how I would do it if I had to. That

even get pulled out of the flight case.

as and when I need to. The build quality of
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What are – in your opinion – the main

album samples to rely on. They both have

advantages of using electronic in addition

a wonderfully expansive sound library and

with acoustic?

with the effects available, you could really
create anything you wanted.

The electro/acoustic hybrid allows me to
cover all bases and have a full palette of

What projects do you have planned for

sounds at my disposal. In a way, I don‘t see

2012?

it any differently to having a MOX 8 synth
next to a grand piano - it‘s the best of both

Well, it‘s Kylie‘s 25th anniversary in music
so there‘s a lot of exciting things planned

worlds. It‘s about integration in to the mu-

for that, nothing that I can announce just

sic, first and foremost, whatever the track

yet, though! I‘ll be sure to let you know first,

requires. I want to have it all to hand, whe-

of course.

never I need it.

I‘d really like to take this opportunity to
thank Simon Edgoose, who‘s knowledge of

Did you make any modifications to the

everything Yamaha (and most other things,

kits or samples/ or did you use presets

too) has allowed me to find a solution to

settings?

any electronic problem I‘ve come across in

For the “Aphrodite” tour and the Christophe

part of the team that I couldn‘t live without.

Willem tour before that, I used .WAVS from

the last few years. He‘s a true genius and a

Also, a massive thank you to Martin and Fe-

the album stems. It‘s usually the way things

licity for their kindness and generosity over

are done these days and it‘s what I expect

the last two years, I‘m very lucky to be a

when I walk in to rehearsal. As I menti-

part of the Yamaha family.

oned earlier, it‘s why I love using the DTX,
it makes the process so simple and quick.
Having run through the sounds, both on
the DTX and the DTXMulti 12, I know that I
have everything I might need if I didn‘t have
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Photo: Derek Gleeson, Wikipedia

Christm a s Goo di e 1 :
MOTI F X F
Sympho n ic O r c he s t r a L i b r a r y

This 2011 christmas edition of the

All recordings were made digitally and were

Music Production Guide introduces

cut and processed on PCs, collaborating

doctorated in 1993 for Doctor of Enginee-

a set of gifts. The first is a new

with well-known sound designers. Several

ring in 1996 and qualified for the subject

free soundset for the MOTIF XF:

commercial available audio processing

of „message transmission technology.“ The

Symphonic Orchestra Library by

softwares were used for that purpose, but in

Technical University of Kaiserslautern in

Peter Jung.

addition to them some own-developed cus-

The „Symphonic Orchestra Library“ contains 34 Waveforms, which access to 979
Keybanks. The Waveforms and Keybanks
occupy 336 MB of the Flash-ROM memory expansion FL1. The Keybanks are based
on recordings that were created over the
past five years with the participation of two
well-known Central European symphony
orchestras.

tom softwares were used for pattern recognition to easen the correct setting of loops.
Peter Jung then ported the resulting samples to the MOTIF XF. The Keybanks were
edited on the XF and on John Melas‘ great

senior councilor. A graduate in physics he

1996 awarded him the right to teach (lec
tureship). In 1998 he was also a lecturer for
the subject „Estimation and Detection“ at
the Technical University of Dresden. In early
1998 he joined the industry. He worked for
Siemens AG, Semiconductor Division, and
later for Infineon Technologies AG in the

software (www.jmelas.gr) and combined

field of chip development for wireless com-

into Waveforms. They were finalised in the

munications devices, eg for mobile phones,

MOTIF XF, including the finetuning of the

and has held several leadership positions.

loops. 128 Voices using these Waveforms
were created and stored in USER 4.

The recordings required a few weeks time
and took place in concert halls. The recorded sounds are very lively and authentic.

About the Author

Some feature delicate impressions of „dis-

Prof. Dr. Peter Jung was working as a free-

turbances“ that are typical for strings, such

lancer (amongst others as MIDI specialist)

as the sound of slightly hitting the instru-

for Yamaha from 1985 until the end of his

ment body with the bow. Each instrument

studies at the Technical University of Kai-

was recorded with its own microphone, re-

serslautern in 1990. After graduating in

sulting in up to 32 microphones at work,

May 1990 he was research assistant at the

all from renowned manufactures like Neu-

Technical University of Kaiserslautern, whe-

mann and Schoeps.

re he was last employed as an academic
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Symphonic Orchestra Library
User Waveforms

the University of Duisburg-Essen on 1 June

No

Name

Comment

2000. There he‘s engaged with sound syn-

1

BSS L

Beautiful Stereo Strings, played softly (left channel)

thesis for some time now, in collaborati-

2

BSS R

Beautiful Stereo Strings, played softly (right channel)

3

Em. Str. L

Beautiful Stereo Strings, played with more brightness (left ch.)

4

Em. Str. R

Beautiful Stereo Strings, played with more brightness (right ch.)

Early in 2011 he created a Voice Bank for

5

Ens. pp L

Medium Stereo Ensemble, played softly (left channel)

the Yamaha CP-1, which is available for

6

Ens. pp R

Medium Stereo Ensemble, played softly (right channel)

7

Ens. f L

Medium Stereo Ensemble, played loud (left channel)

8

Ens. f R

Medium Stereo Ensemble, played loud (right channel)

9

Cha. Str. 1 L

Stereo Chamber Strings, played softly (left channel)

10

Cha. Str. 1 R

Stereo Chamber Strings, played softly (right channel)

on with renowned musicians and sound
designers.

download free of charge for all CP1 customers since the second quarter of 2011.

How to get the
Soundset

9

11

Cha. Str. 2 L

Stereo Chamber Strings, played „agitato“ (left channel)

This free soundset can be requested by

12

Cha. Str. 2 R

Stereo Chamber Strings, played „agitato“ (right channel)

sending an e-mail containing the keyword

13

Arc 1 L

Full Stereo Ensemble with pronounced mids (left channel)

„MOTIF XF Symphonic Orchestra Library“

14

Arc 1 R

Full Stereo Ensemble with pronounced mids (right channel)

to:

15

Arc 2 L

Full Stereo Ensemble with nice highs (left channel)

16

Arc 2 R

Full Stereo Ensemble with nice highs (right channel)

17

Spi. 1 L

Soft Stereo Spiccato (left channel)

a password and a link where the file can be

18

Spi. 1 R

Soft Stereo Spiccato (right channel)

downloaded.

19

Spi. 2 L

„Furioso“ Stereo Spiccato (left channel)

20

Spi. 2 R

„Furioso“ Stereo Spiccato (right channel)

21

Sor. Qu. p L

Small Ensemble playing softly and „sordino“ (left channel)

22

Sor. Qu. p R

Small Ensemble playing softly and „sordino“ (right channel)

23

Spi. Qu. f L

Small Ensemble playing softly and „spiccato“ (left channel)

24

Spi. Qu. f R

Small Ensemble playing softly and „spiccato“ (right channel)

25

Solo Str.

Mixed cello and violin for solo playing

26

Choir L

Mixed Stereo Choir (left channel)

27

Choir R

Mixed Stereo Choir (right channel)

28

T.I. Choir

Famous Tape Instrument‘s version of a mixed choir (mono)

29

S. Vox

Remember Depeche Mode‘s 1980s and 1990s hits?

30

Zeus Str.

Strings sound of a truly divine vintage synthesizer (mono recording)

31

So. Syn. Str.

Strings sound of a vintage string ensemble (mono recording)

32

Orch. Perc. 1

Orchestral Percussion (mono recording)

33

Orch. Perc. 2 L

Orchestral Percussion (left channel)

34

Orch. Perc. 2 R Orchestral Percussion (right channel)

musicproduction@easysounds.de
MOTIF XF users will receive an e-mail with

In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production
Guide.
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Christm a s Goo di e 2:
D TX700
Matt N ol a n Cy m b a l - S o u n d s

Here‘s the next christmas present,

recording rig using a Royer ribbon mic and

a new and free soundset for the

a fancy condenser and they began to work

DTX700 Drum Trigger Modul: Matt

through recording Matt‘s instruments. Bell,

Nolan Cymbal Sounds.

bow and edge hits at various different velocity levels for the 3-zone cymbal pads and

Matt Nolan together with Emre Ramazano-

open and closed hits on hi-hats. They did

glu sampled his Handmade Cymbals in the

some gongs and other bits too - a muted

studio and used the results for three cymbal

gong recorded with a sub-kick to make an

kits for the DTX700.

amazing electro-sounding bass drum!
Emre used mid-side recording for the

The soundset‘s
genesis
This started in April at Frankfurt Musikmesse. Emre, who is a DTX endorser was also
working there as a demonstrator for Yamaha. Emre brought some Yamaha folks over
to Matt‘s booth to hear the cymbals and it
was his suggestion that they could record
some samples.
Around July, there was finally a day when

stereo samples so that they could be easily
panned around the e-kit and yet still sound
huge. The instruments were recorded at
24-bit / 96kHz and processed (trimmed,
faded, etc.) in Pro-Tools at the same resolution before down-conversion for the DTX
packs.
Now as a first result of this sampling session the Matt Nolan Cymbal
Sounds soundset is introduced today,
as a free download for all DTX700
users.

both Emre and Matt could synchronise
schedules and so Matt went down to Emre‘s

The Kits

studio in London with a couple of bags of

The Matt Nolan cymbal kits each consist of

cymbals and gongs. Emre set up a mid-side

a 14“ B8 Medium Over Heavy Hihat, a 16“

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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B8 Crash, a 18“ B8 Crash and three diffe-

In addition you are automatically registe-

rent ride cymbals of the B8 and B5 series:

red for the free monthly Music Production

Matt Nolan 1 (Kit Nr. 51 in the DTX700)

Guide.

• 16” B8 Crash, 18” B8 Crash

About Matt Nolan

• 14” Medium over Heavy HiHat

Matt Nolan is a drummer, percussionist,

• 20” B8 Bronze Dark Ride

and gong artist. He has a Degree in Elec-

Matt Nolan 2 (Kit Nr. 52 in the DTX700)

many years designing Silicon Microchips,

tronic Engineering and had a career for

• 16” B8 Crash, 18” B8 Crash

before he got into the hands-on creativity

• 14” Medium over Heavy HiHat

of cymbal forging.

• 22” B8 Dark Ride

His handmade Artisan Metal Percussion

Matt Nolan 3 (Kit Nr. 53 in the DTX700)
• 16” B8 Crash, 18” B8 Crash

Instruments are renowned and popular, his
customers include artists like Björk, Massive Attack, the Boston Symphony Orchestra,

• 14” Medium over Heavy HiHat

Joe Travers and many more.

• 20” B5 Dimpled Ride

He‘s at home in Bath, England.
www.mattnolancustomcymbals.com

How to get the
Soundset
This free soundset can be requested by
sending an e-mail containing the keyword
„Matt Nolan Cymbal Sounds“ to:
musicproduction@easysounds.de
DTX700 users will receive an e-mail with a
password and a link where the file can be
downloaded.
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Chri s t m a s G o o di e 3:
DTX 7 0 0
Ralf M er s c h S o u n d s e t

by Ralf Mersch

And now for the third christmas
present: A free soundset for the
DTX700

Drum

Trigger

Module

made by our product specialist Ralf
Mersch.
On this year‘s DTX tour I was repeatedly
asked about my personal settings in the
DTX700. On this occasion I‘m providing
ten different of my drum kits for free download.
Of course you are free to change the kits
according to your ideas or simply take them
as examples. All kits were created using the
internal sounds.
There are many ways to change the sounds
in the DTX700. The resonance level parameter for instance determines the resonation of the toms, the snare buzz function
changes the sound of the snare strands.
But there are many more parameters to experiment with: Effects, Pitch, Attack, Decay,
Release, Muffling, or Sustain, just to name a
few. Just be creative and try to tweak them.
TIP: The pages 59-61 of the DTX700 manual are very helpful. They contain a list of all
functions and how to get to the corresponding menu.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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The Contents
The following drum kits are loaded into
your DTX:
Kit 51. FAT FUNK
Those who like to play funky music
might like this kit. A fat, dry maple tight
bass drum and a crisp black maple
snare. Since I like to have a second
„effect“ snare I programmed one on
channel 11. The other kits feature additional sounds on this channel, too.
Kit 52. FUSION LIGHT
By now, you will have noticed that I like
the Yamaha maple sounds. I have pitched up the ride cymbal a bit, which is
simple in the DTX700: press the button
„INST“, hit the cymbal pad, and press
the button „F1“ for SIZE, then set the
desired pitch.
Kit 53. HIP HOP

Kit 58. STUDIO DRY

Cool bass drum „break 3“ and elec
tronic toms. Plus several sounds on the
snare.

A superb oak acoustic kit without any
effects.

my jazz kit is a ride cymbal with rivets,
a vintage snare and a 18“ bass drum.
Kit 55. CHILL OUT
A slightly higher pitched Birch Custom
Snare plus RX5 toms.
Kit 56. REGGAE LIVE
The DTX750k features 3-zone tom pads.
These can be assigned with different

Kit 59. CRAZY BOOM
There are many effects and variations

drum kit.

Guide.

Kit 60. BIRCH LIVE
A super live kit with birch toms, that

You can load single drum kits into the
DTX700, too. Follow these steps: MENU –

popular electronic bass drum sounds
and a electro snare.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

password and a link where the file can be

In addition you are automatically registe-

styles.

A really fat techno kit. With one of the

DTX700 users will receive an e-mail with a

pitch change variation to a fat effect

Here I assigned to the toms and their

Kit 57. HARD TECH

musicproduction@easysounds.de

downloaded.

can be used for lots of different musical

and effect toms.

sending an e-mail containing the keyword

in the DTX700. Here I have assigned a

sounds.

rims some timbales, cowbells, a Surdu

This free soundset can be requested by
„Ralf Mersch Soundset“ to:

Kit 54. JAZZ WE CAN
Yamaha has excellent cymbal sounds. In

How to get the
Soundset

FILE – LOAD – set to KIT - „DTX700RM.T7A“
- select the desired kit – select the destination kit - EXECUTE – CONFIRM.

red for the free monthly Music Production
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Photo: Mathias Janke for Asgaart - www.asgaart.de

Ne w MO T IF X F / X S S o u n dlib r a r y
„L iv e I n s t r um en t s “

In recent years the MOTIF XF
/

XS

has

become

the

• Legendary D50 sounds like Fantasy
Bell, Staccato Heaven...

most

popular live workstation - for

• Rock & Pop Drum-Kits

both professional and amateur

The 64 Voices are subdivided into the

musicians.

following groups of 16 each:

That‘s reason enough to develop a new

A1 – A16 = Acoustic Piano, Vintage

soundset, which is focused on good live

E-Piano, DX E-Piano, Clavinet

sounds and therefore features the instru-

B1 – B16 = A100 Organ, Mellotron,

ments that have been preferably used by

Vintage Stringensemble

live-keyboardists for decades.

C1 _ C16 = Brass Section and D-50

„Live instrument“ is a high-quality

Digital Synths

collection of sounds from the categories

D1 – D16 = Progressive Analog Lead-

piano, electric piano, clavinet, organ,

synths and Distorted Rock-Leads

mellotron, strings, brass section, and
synth.
So it is - but not limited to - a popular

Some highlights of the soundlibrary:
• Rock & Pop Piano

choice of instruments that keyboard players

• Electric Piano (Rhodes, DX)

in bands require again and again.

• Clavinet

In addition to these typical live sounds the

• Mellotron

sound library also includes powerful drum
sounds and arpeggio Performances.
Thus „Live Instruments“ offers a variety of
inspiration and opportunities to improvise with accompaniments and so creates
endless ideas for productions.

• Vintage Stringensemble

So each of the subgroups contains a
high-quality sound bank which for itself
would justify the purchase price of the full
product.
Overview of the content:
• 64 Voices
• 24 Drum-Kits

• Big Brass Section

• 45 Performances

• Distorted Rock-Leads

• 128 MB Samples

• Progressive Analog Leadsynths (Mini

• 128 User Waveforms

Moog Classics / JP-8 Stereo Sync)

• 256 User Arpeggios

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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A very special highlight of the soundset are
the impressive „Distorted Leadsynths“ which
are difficult to tell apart from guitar sounds
when they are played with appropriate
playing techniques and skills.
For the recording of the demo songs for
„Live Instruments“ we engaged the Italian
keyboardist Andrea Pavanello, who is a
master in the effective use of distorted leadsynths.
Andrea Pavanello is one of the heads of the
Italian rock band Centrica and comes from
the school of Dream Theater keyboardist
Jordan Rudess, with whom he is friends.
Don‘t miss the following interview to learn
more about Andrea Pavanello.
More information on „Live Instruments“
and a wide selection of mp3 demos and
videos can be found here:
www.easysounds.de
www.youtube.com/user/motifnews

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Inte r vie w: A n d re a P a v a n e llo

Andrea Pavanello is a keyboardeist

Andrea, where did you learn to play synth

I like the way a guitar can „modulate“ its

and composer from the Italian

leads like a guitar solo? I heard that you

sound in real time (whammy bar, vibrato,

Padova. His musical career began

have a very famous teacher?

sliding on the strings) and I thought It would

at the age of 9 - starting with the
typical classical piano lessons.
He discovered synthesizers at the age of 16
when he joined a local band to play covers

Yes, I had the opportunity to meet Jordan
Rudess from Dream Theater in person and
took lessons from him.

of Italian progressive rock bands like Area,

I was one of the very first users of his Online

Banco del Mutuo Soccorso, PFM, and Wish-

Conservatory. And I had the opportunity

bone Ash.

to meet Jordan face to face many times

In 1996 he got in touch with Jordan Rudess,

because I organized some clinics and con-

who gave him the opportunity to experi-

certs for him in Italy and in that occasions

ence the first lesson he delivered through

I had the chance to play with him.

his Online Conservatory. He also had other
important musical experiences with a funky
rock band called DadoTratto with whom he
played some Italian festivals.
He improved his keyboard skills and knowledge of synthesizers through the years and
is working on a progressive rock project
with some Italian musicians since years.
His main influences are: Dream Theater,

be worth to try it on the keyboard. On top
of that I listened and studied the main electric guitar players in the world in order to
understand their style and the way they express themselves during their leads.
I developed my skills along the years with
technical exercises, scales, arpeggios as
well as with harmony exercises.
How long are you playing keyboard? Can

I had the pleasure to assist him in the pre-

you tell us something about your musical

paration of the clinics, especially during

biography?

the loading process of the sounds into the
keyboard and he was sharing his musical
ideas and the way he programmed his
sounds. Now we are used to see each other
when he is on tour with Dream Theater.
I also met him a couple of times in the USA.

I play keyboards and piano since I was 9.
I started with the classical studies and I‘m
now graduating in Music Performance at
the Music Academy Italy Middlesex University of London. I‘ve studied harmony,
composition, creative improvisations and

Porcupine Tree, Liquid Tension Experiment,

I‘ve always loved the guitar so I thought it

jazz music. I played in many bands, I was

Pink Floyd, Muse, Steve Vai, Planet X, Sym-

would be cool to play fast solos on the key-

15 when I played in my very first prog rock

phony X, Chick Corea, and many others.

board, too!

band.
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During the years I had the opportunity to

Do you have other musical projects in

play with a funky rock band with whom we

addition to your band?

did many gigs. In 2006 I met the guitarist

On December 3rd my new solo al-

Giorgio Rovati and we started making mu-

bum „Contact“ was released. It contains
14 brand new songs completely impro-

sic with the band Centrica. We released our

vised with piano and synth. The concept

first record in 2008 and are now in the stu-

of the record is to collect some of the best

dio for our second record.

improvisations I did lately. The songs were
recorded in my home studio during the months

What were your main reasons for selecting

of August and September 2011 and will

the MOTIF as your main keyboard?

be

distributed

by

Padovarte

(www.padovarte.com).
When I tried the MOTIF for the first time I
was impressed by the quality of the „acou-

You are also offering keyboard lessons

stic instruments“ (strings, etc...)

via Skype?

I like the MOTIF for many reasons. I like

I do Skype lessons with some Italian students. It‘s a cool approach in those cases

the acoustic instruments a lot, especially

when distance is an issue. Many students

the string sections, they sound very realis-

Which are the most important MOTIF

tic. And I like the analog sounds, you can

features for you?

create very cool setups with them. The pro-

With the MOTIF the creation and customi-

Contact:

gramming of the MOTIF is easy, it‘s just a

sation of sounds is very fast. It is easy to

Andrea Pavanello

matter of understanding the procedure, it

come to the sound you have in mind! The

www.myspace.com/andreapavanello

gives you a lot of possibilities. I, for examp-

MOTIF offers a great variety of sounds

andreakeyboard@gmail.com

le, like to use the pattern section, because it

which helps a lot.

gives me the possibility to create big setups

The other feature I like is the technology

and go through them without any sound

itself. The synth engine and the effect pro-

interruption (very important during a live

cessor are very powerful. I also like the way

performance).

you can control the sound in real time using

For Centrica I use the strings sections a lot,
the new record is rich of orchestrations, and
on top of those I‘ve set my lead sound.

the knobs, sliders, and pedals.
You are the keyboarder of the Italian
rock band Centrica. Can you tell us

Besides that I found the MOTIF has a lot

something about your band like history,

of online support with forums and new

gigs, releases?

sounds libraries like the ones I use from
Easy Sounds. I think the MOTIF is an up to
date keyboard.

The guitarist Giorgio Rovati and me are the
heart of Centrica - the other band mates
are cool musicians but the main musical
ideas are coming from Giorgio and me.

Which types of MOTIF Voices are you

We released our first record called Centrica

using mainly?

in 2008 on Musea Records. It is completely

As said before I use a lot of the strings sec-

instrumental music. Unfortunately we did

tions and samples from analog sounds. I
usually customize all the sounds I need. But
I also use the libraries of Easy Sounds.

not have the chance to play many gigs but
we‘re now busy in the studio to complete
our second record which will be with a lead
singer so we are sure that it will open a new

For example, I often use a monophonic

scenario. The record will be available in

lead sound to double a guitar riff in order to

2012. We‘re currently trying to find a record

give it more power and at the same create

company to work with us and hopefully we

a deeper sound.

will do some gigs in Europe.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Yamaha i P a d -App s :
MOTI F X F M u lti Edit o r E s s e n tia l &
P erfor ma n c e Edit o r E s s e n tia l

Welcome again on the topic of

Multi Editor

and a rotary control for the panorama. The

iPad and MOTIF. Regular readers

Essential

parameter assignment of the faders can be

of the Music Production Guides
already have an overview of all
available

applications

and

are

The upper section of the main screen contains the known buttons „RECEIVE“ and
„TRANSMIT“ and the memory location

provided with some detailed views.

area. As mentioned in the introduction, I‘d

By using practical examples and

like to avoid repetitions. Since this area and

descriptions the possible types of

the data transfer and storing processes are

connection between iPad and the

not different from the Voice Editor Essential,

instruments were also treated.
I won‘t repeat these areas, but refer to
them. In the event that you are a newco-

please check the previous edition of the
Music Production Guide, if required.
In the upper right you will also find some
virtual buttons to

mer to this subject, I ask you to download

control

the missing editions of the Music Production

quencer.

Guide. Here‘s an overview of the previously

ly below are the

published issues:

tabs to switch to

• Edition 07/2011 - MOTIF goes iPad general introduction
• Edition 08/2011 - iPad-App
„Keyboard Arp & Drum Pad“
• Edition 09/2011 - iPad-App
„Voice Editor Essential“
This time I‘d like to introduce you to the

the

the

level to the reverb), or „CHO Send“ (send
level to the chorus). The button on the bottom left switches to channels 9-16.

Effective
showmanship
By tapping of the tab „EFFECT“ you will enter an overview of the effect section.

se-

main

„MIXER“,

„EFFECT“,
„MEQ“

can select „VOLUME“, „REV SEND“ (send

Direct-

three

screens

toggled by using the buttons on the left, you

and
(Master

EQ).
The main screen
„MIXER“

features

eight channels /
tracks in a classic

apps „Multi Editor Essential“ and „Perfor-

console

mance Editor Essential“.

each with a fader

display,
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limit of frequency range can be toggled

effects for each channel. Following the signal

between parametric and shelving filter (Hi-

flow you have the possibility to adjust

Shelf,
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Low-Shelf)

for a general reduction / increasing of the high
and low frequencies (see the adja-

Parametric EQ

cent two screenshots, showing the
graphically represented difference
between paramethe return levels. The buttons „CHORUS“

tric and shelving

and „REVERB“ call up the settings of the

characteristics). As described in the last

system effects, which then can be edited in

edition, the values can be changed using

a very comfortable way.
The same applies to the Master effect.

the virtual controllers and by directly dragging the parameters on the XY pad.

Shelving EQ

The main screen
As with the Voice Editor you can navigate
from the main screen to all conceivable
directions. Since the starting and stopping
of the ARPs in the Performance mode is
different from the Pattern or Song mode,
there is a tempo input option including a
„TAP“ button located at the top instead of
the sequencer control. On the far left are
the „PART ON / OFF“ switches to enable or
disable Parts. A switched-off Part is greyedout. Here, too, tabs are used to navigate to
other screens. The main screen is divided

The Master

Performance

into two halves, the left panel contains the

Equalizer

Editor Essential

assignment of the five possible Arpeggios

The Master Equalizer, accessible via the tab

The similarity to the Voice or Multi-Editor is
evident on the first view. The data transmis-

per Performance, on the right panel you
have the choice between „XY CONTROL“,
„VOICE“, „ARP“, „EFFECT“, and „MEQ“.

„MEQ“, features five frequency bands which

sion, storage capabilities, effects, EQ and

can be freely edited in the usual context. In

Master section is no different from the Voice

After starting the Performance Editor the

the mid-frequency range three parametric

Editor Essential. The XY pad has already

„VOICE“ mode is active. The assignment of

been described in connection with the Voice

the Voices to the Parts is very easily done,

equalizers are available, including controls

Editor Essential. That‘s why I‘d like to jump

just like on the Voice Editor using a list view.

for the slope or bandwidth (Q factor). The

right in and focus on the special functions

On the right of the Voice the keyboard ran-

equalizer bands at the lower and upper

of the Performance Editor.

ge can be set.
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With the Performance Editor pure producti-

Mixed

vity is extended to creativity. It‘s rarely been

Performances

so easy to try other variants while the ARPs

der control is activated by tapping on the
keyboard display and offers a quick and

GUIDE

The virtual mixing
console that is activated using the
button „MIXING“
is somewhat different from the con-

Well-known
Arpeggios from
a new view
The next important part of the app is opened with the tab „ARP“.

sole of the Multi
Editor. All volume,
panorama and effect send level settings can be capare playing. A tap on the plus sign next to

Starting with „ARP1“ (tab on the left) you

tured with a single

can select the five possible types of arpeg-

look and adjusted for each Part of the entire

gios for each Part. As in the Voice Editor
the selection from a variety of Arpeggios
is done very convenient and visually ap-

Performance. Furthermore the Parts can be
set active or passive (mute) from here, too.

are already sorted in the memory of the

diate change of sound, which may result in
interesting combinations in a almost playful
way. Other options such as tempo, volume
ratios or effect sends are instantly avail

pealing with the help of the categorized
list view. Since stylistically matching ARPs

the „MAIN CATEGORY“ results in a imme-

Mixing „on the fly“

able within a few finger moves without having to dive into a nested menu structure.

Both editors are
especially

fun

when used while

In summary...
Those who own one of the supported

the sequencer is

Yamaha synthesizers and an iPad won‘t

running. The Multi

regret the purchase of the offered appli-

Editor can be used
to adjust the vo-

cations. It‘s just fun to learn this new way
of programming. The instruments respond
to the software with no noticeable delay. In

lume and effects

all tests for this series of articles there were

units of a Song

no crashes or unexpected conditions in the

or a Pattern to a

instrument. Everything worked extremely re-

suitable ratio in a

liable. In my opinion the value for money is
excellent here.

very relaxed maninstruments, the +/- buttons next to each

ner. Thanks to the

arpeggio number (NUMBER) are the fastest

sequencer control buttons you don‘t even

way to switch to possible variations, without

have to be near the instrument. Thus, for

having to jump into the list view. A number

example, play a few quick notes into the

of switches for functions such as „HOLD“,

Pattern recorder and then judge the sound

„SYNC“, „QUANTIZE“ and more com-

from the perspective of the audience, to

plete the access to the entire ARP section.

perhaps readjust the master EQ a bit.

I wish you a creative start into the young
year and remain with kind regards yours
Hans-Peter Henkel
hp@hape13.de
www.hape13.de
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C P & S -S er i es
T r ade -Up P r og r a m m e
Exchange your old digital or
acoustic piano for a beautiful
new Yamaha CP Stage Piano or a
S-series synthesizer and receive up
to 1,000 EUR off the price.
Qualifying

consumer-exchanged

instru-

ments are as follows: Digital Pianos, Stage
Pianos, Acoustic Pianos & Grand Pianos.
The instrument taken must have a weighted
keyboard with 88 keys.
The total amount of trade-in value towards
a CP1 is not to exceed 1,000 EUR. Towards
a CP5 or a S90 XS the trade-in value is
300 EUR max. For a CP50 or S70 XS the
value is 200 EUR max. The total partexchange price offered will be at the discretion of your Yamaha Dealer.
The Yamaha Trade-Up Programme cannot
be combined with other promotions.
Ask your Yamaha dealer for the exact conditions.

The promotion period starts on
1 November 2011 and ends on
31 March 2012

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

Trade-Up-Bonus
CP1

1,000 EUR

CP5

300 EUR

S90 XS

300 EUR

CP50

200 EUR

S70 XS

200 EUR
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DTX- Wor k s h o p : Y a m a h a D T X500K &
S o ny Pl a ySta ti o n 3 & R o ckb a n d 3

Music games are quite popular
these days. On my DTX tour I‘m
often asked if the Yamaha DTX
drums can be connected to game
consoles, so it was clear to me, that
I have to try it one day.
So I got me a Sony PlayStation 3, the Harmonix title Rockband 3 and the appropriate
MIDI Pro Adapter from MadCatz. And to
make this test an event for the whole family,
I temporarily rebuilt my entire living room
into a Drum Battle Stage. So move all the
furniture out!
The PlayStation gets connected to a video
projector and two Yamaha MSR250 to provide the perfect sound. In the middle of it all
stands the drum kit, a Yamaha DTX500k.
The MIDI Pro adapter, which is connected
to a controller input of the PS3, features a
standard MIDI input. Using a MIDI cable
I connected the input to the MIDI output of
the DTX500. The MIDI Pro adapter has a
little switch on the top which has to be set to
„D“ for drums.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Having drummed for the first time in the
training mode of Rockband 3, I learnt that
the pads are not quite assigned to the correct sounds. In fact, the crash cymbal pad
and the tom pad 3 had triggered incorrect
sounds. However, the necessary changes
are done very easily.
• Press the Drumkit button on the
DTX500
• Navigate to the right using the
cursor keys until the MIDI notes are
displayed
• Hit the crash cymbal pad and set the
displayed note value to 49/C#2
• Hit the tom pad 3 and set the note
to 43/G1
• Optional: Store the kit
Of course you can modify the entire pad
assignment like this.
Now the game on the PS3 has to be calibrated for the interaction with the drum
kit, because the latency of the basic setting
is simply too high. Latency is the time that
elapses from the moment a pad is hit to
the moment the corresponding sound is
coming from the speakers. The calibration
can be found in the Rockband game here:
Options - system settings - manually
calibrate - calibration
Simply follow the instructions of the game.
It takes two calibrations, one for the sound
and one for the video signal. Once calibrated the playing feels much better.
After these few settings the big fun starts
for the whole family, who anyway wanted
to play drums whatsoever. On that day my
living room was very well attended and all
felt like little rock stars!
Yours Ralf Mersch
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Mus ic Pr od ucti o n G u id e s –
c ompl et e a r c hi v e o n lin e

On the last page of the Music Production Guide a link can
be found to download a zip-file containing all previous
editions (in the Box „Music Production Guide History“).
In addition, we now offer all readers the opportunity to access all previous issues online. So the Guides archive is available from everywhere
you‘ve got connection to the internet.
After entering the access data, simply click on the relevant issue in
order to open it for reading.
The link to the German editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_DE
The link to the English editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_EN
Login:
Name: musicpro
Password: guide
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Ne w Ya ma h a Go o di e :
MOX „S oun d & G r o o v e K it“

The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is now available for all registered users of the MOX.
This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from the EASY
SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.
In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects and atmospheres for Cubase AI and other DAWs.
Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:
motifnews@easysounds.de

EASY SOUNDS Soundsets fo r MO X
The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS will be available shortly in the MOX format.
The following products are in preparation:
• Yamaha MOX „Xtasyn“
• Yamaha MOX „Synth Xtreme“
• Yamaha MOX „Magical Pads“
• Yamaha MOX „Stage & Studio“
• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog“
• Yamaha MOX „Organ Session“
• Yamaha MOX „Hypnotic Stepz“
• Yamaha MOX „Chill Xperience“
• Yamaha MOX „Mystic Spheres“
• Yamaha MOX „Dance Xpanded“
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Y a mah a CP 1 A r tis t P e r f o r m a n c es
A free soundset available in excellent quality is now abvailable for every CP1 user.
A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf of Yamaha Music
Europe.
The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to
motifnews@easysounds.de
containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where the file can
be downloaded.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free subscription of
the monthly Music Production Guide.
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Fl as h M emo r y
Conte n t f or
MOTI F X F

Yamaha is working with third party
software vendors (KEYFAX, EASY
SOUNDS,

DSF,

SONIC

REALITY)

to offer an extensive amount of
free and optional Flash Memory
content.
From the first day of delivery all registered MOTIF XF users will have access to a
free download file containing a first stock
of Samples to build their own expandable sample library for the non-volatile Flash
Memory of their MOTIF XF.

User Voice Bank 2 –
Yamaha Bank

User Drum Voice Bank
The User Drum Voice Bank features

A selection of additional Voices from the
Yamaha Library: S700 piano, organs,
brass & reeds, sweet voices, pads.

twelve new Drumkits (Acoustic Drums,
Oriental Percussion, Hip Hop, House...)
These Voice Banks can be individually

User Voice Bank 3 –
Third Party Bank

loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the
MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is

Organs, synth leads, synth comps, synth
strings, pads, atmospheres... A Voice
selection

from

the

sound

libraries

installed.
It is also recommended to load the Voice

of DCP PRODUCTIONS and EASY

Banks into the SDRAM for a quick audition

This Content Package contains three new

SOUNDS. This Bank for instance inclu-

of the material before loading them into the

User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms,

des 32 Voices from the EASY SOUNDS

Flash Memory.

458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits

Libraries „Organ Session“ and „Phat

(Oriental Drums & Percussion).

Analog“ each.

Here is an overview of the Voice Banks
contained in the Flash Memory Content
Package:

User Voice Bank 1 –
Factory Content

This free Flash Memory Content can be requested by sending an e-mail containing

User Voice Bank 4 –
Oriental Instruments

the keywords „MOTIF XF Flash Content“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de

128 Oriental instrument Voices, with
micro-tuning, mainly programmed by

The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail

the Turkish musician Mert Topel. If you

from EASY SOUNDS with a password and

want to play these Voices with a „nor-

a link where the file can be downloaded.

Contains the same content of the new

mal“ tone scale, go to VOICE - EDIT -

MOTIF XF Factory Bank. That‘s why no

COMMON EDIT - F1 General - SF2 Play

additional Flash Memory content is ad-

Mode and set the parameters Bank to

red for the free monthly Music Production

ded to this Bank.

„pre“ and Tuning Number to „1“.

Guide..

In addition you are automatically registe-
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MOTI F X S E ur o p e a n
L oyalty P r og ra m
V ers io n 2
The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but
nonetheless high-class content.
It is mainly a premium Voice and Samplelibrary which is produced by EASY SOUNDS in
collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:
• The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed) of the Yamaha S90 ES
which is known as the ultimate piano sound from Yamaha synths. The Piano is featured
in different variations (e.g. Brite, Dark, Ballad Stack)
• „Sweet Voices“ from the Yamaha Tyros (Trumpet, Trombone, Saxophone, Panflute...)
• New Choir and Scatvoices
• Best-of compilations of optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS (synths, pads &
atmospheres, organs...)
• Best-of compilation of the Xpanded series from Yamaha Europe (converted from
MOTIF ES)
• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total. These are drum loops,
vocal and vocoder phrases, sound effects, and atmospheres
Furthermore the Loyalty Program contains a comprehensive MOTIF XS Quick Guide in PDF
format. This Quick Guide is compiled of all XS articles and workshops from the MOTIF News
Guide.
To register for the Loyalty program simply write an e-mail with the keyword „MOTIF XS Loyalty
Program“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from
EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded. The size of
the download file is 221 MB.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide.
Alternatively the „European Loyalty Content Package“ can be delivered on an USB memory
stick, which must be ordered for a reasonable price from www.easysounds.de in addition to
the e-mail procedure mentioned above. Remember to add the keyword „MOTIF XS Loyalty
Program“ to your USB memory stick order.
Already registered MOTIF XS users can request an update by sending an e-mail to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
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MOTI F X S S oun d s e t : “O r i e n t a l
Instr umen t s & P e r c u s s i o n ”
MOTIF XS users can enjoy a free
soundset:

„Oriental

Instruments

& Percussion“ can be downloaded
from Yamaha Music Europe in
cooperation with EASY SOUNDS.
The soundset contains the following:

kish music.
Authentic samples of oriental musical instruments plus the most popular turkish Micro Tunings are the basic building blocks of
this soundset.
Nonetheless these special oriental instru-

• 36 Performances

ments can be used in music styles like pop,

• 128 Voices

world, chill out, ambient and whatever you

• 9 User Drum Voices

can imagine.

• 113 User Waveforms of oriental

motifnews@easysounds.de
The MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail
from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a
link where the file can be downloaded. The
size of the download file is 66 MB.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production
Guide.
Alternatively the „European Loyalty Content Package“ can be delivered on an USB

The 128 Voices and 36 Performances are

memory stick, which must be ordered for a

mostly built from the new User Waveforms

reasonable price from www.easysounds.de

• 84 MB Samples

and Samples. Some Voices are modified

in addition to the e-mail procedure men-

• 6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings

Preset Voices.

tioned above. Remember to add the key-

instruments

„Oriental Instruments“ has been produced

This free soundset can be requested by

by turkish musicians and is developed for

sending an e-mail containing the keyword

the use in both traditional and modern tur-

„Oriental“ to:

word „Oriental Instruments“ to your USB
memory stick order.

S90 XS / S 7 0 X S :
Soundpa cka g e
A

free

„Soundpackage“

with

Vocoder Dreamz

additional high-class content is

The S90 XS / S70 XS version of „Voco-

available for S90 XS / S70 XS users.

der Dreamz“ features 40 Vocoder Voices

This Soundpackage is produced by EASY

and a comprehensive manual on how to

SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music
Europe and contains the following:

use them with the S90 XS Vocoder. The
User Voice Bank is divided as follows:
• 1 – 16 Vocoder Voices (Vocoder +

Pop & Dance
This Voice Bank features 128 professional User Voices compiled from po-

Pad/Atmo/Synth)
• 17 – 36 Vocoder Voices (Basic Type)
• 37 – 40 Vocoder Voices (LFO-Type)

pular EASY SOUNDS libraries for the
MOTIF XS and the MOTIF ES Xpanded

WAV-Pool

keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“
to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY
SOUNDS with a password and a link where
the file can be downloaded. The size of the
download file is 136 MB.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production
Guide.
Alternatively the Soundpackage can be
delivered on an USB memory stick, which

series from Yamaha Europe converted

The WAV pool contains 200 WAV files

must be ordered for a reasonable price

for the S90 XS / S70 XS.

with a total size of 93 MB. These are

from www.easysounds.de in addition to the

drum loops, vocoder phrases, sound ef-

e-mail procedure mentioned above. Re-

fects, and atmos.

member to add the keyword „S90 XS / S70

The set „Poc & Dance“ contains Voices
from these EASY SOUNDS soundsets:
• Chill Xperience
• Dance Xpanded

XS Soundpackage“ to your USB memory

News Guides

stick order.

All already published editions of the

• Magical Pads

„Music Production Guide“ are included

• Mystic Spheres

in PDF format.

• Stage & Studio

This free soundpackage can be reques-

• Synth Xtreme

ted by sending an e-mail containing the
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MOTI F -RA CK X S :
S o und & In f o p a cka g e
MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract
to Yamaha Music Europe.
The software package contains the following:
• Soundset „POP & DANCE“ with 128 professional Voices
• WAV-Pool with 200 loops and audio-phrases
• Demo song
• PDF file of a comprehensive guide plus tips & tricks
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & Infopackage“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
The size of the download file is 125 MB.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide.

S 90 ES , MO T IF-RA C K ES, MO :
S o undli b r a r i es
Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage that‘s produced by
EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.
This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-sounds. For details on this soundset see the box to the right.
Furthermore a comprehensive documentation of the soundset, Quick Guides, demo-sounds, and other useful files are included.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
The size of the download file is 13 MB.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide.
User Voice Bank 1 is identical to „Arp Xpanded“ and features 128 Voice based on 106 new User Arpeggio Phrases. (In the MOTIF-RACK ES
version the Arpeggiator is deactivated, since the RACK has no User Arpeggios.)
Voices 1 – 64 of the User Voice Bank 2 are identical to the 64 „Live-Voices“ of „Live Xpanded“. These are keyboard and synth sounds which
are specially programmed for pop, rock, dance, and live entertainment.
The Voices 65 – 128 of the User Voice Bank 2 are compiled by the best synthesizer sounds of the factory preset sounds from the MOTIF ES
and MOTIF-RACK ES.
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MM6 / MM 8:
Softwa r e-P a ck a g e „ L i v e & St u di o“
Users of the MM6 and MM8 can
obtain the free software package
„Live & Studio“ that‘s produced by
EASY SOUNDS under contract to
Yamaha Music Europe.

pattern orientated factory Performances.

The software package contains the fol-

troller events which set the effects and

lowing:

In addition you are automatically registe-

sounds of the MM6 / MM8 to be controlled

red for the free monthly Music Production

• MM6 / MM8 Live Peformance Bank

in „PC-Mode” with 16 MIDI channels (mul-

Guide.

• Song templates

timode).

• Demo song with audio and MIDI

The demo songs combine MIDI and audio

The Song templates contain setup data in

You will receive an e-mail from EASY

formats for Cubase, Logic, and standard

SOUNDS with a password and a link where

MIDI file (SMF). They feature SysEx events,

the file can be downloaded. The size of the

Bank Select, Program Change, and Con-

download file is 131 MB.

tracks for Cubase, Logic, Standard

tracks. The MIDI tracks control the MM6 /

MIDI File)

MM8. The audio tracks are used to play

• WAV loop pool for Cubase + Logic
(drums, synths, vocals, effects, atmos)
• MM6 / MM8 Quick Guide

motifnews@easysounds.de

back samples from the included „WAV
pool”.
The free software package can be reques-

The 64 Performances for the MM6 are

ted by sending an e-mail containing the

more suitable for live music than the more

keyword „MM6 / MM8 Live & Studio“ to:

T ENORI - ON:
Eur ope a n V o ice & S a m ple b a n k
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY
SOUNDS
provide
their
free
soundlibrary „European Voice &
Samplebank“ to all Tenori-On
users.
The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the

• SQ_DarkUni.tnw

rectories. Combining sounds really widens

• DR_AnalogKit1.tnw

the sound variety enormously.

• SQ_Xsynth.tnw

So if you want to set up your own kits from

• DR_AnalogKit2.tnw

the WAV files you first should audition the

• VO_VocalsFemale.tnw

samples using a file player, sampler, or
audio sequencer. Then simply drag and

• DR_BreakKit.tnw

drop the samples you want to use into the

• VO_VocalsMale.tnw

Voice Manager software.

• 4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)

• DR_XdrumAdd.tnw

This free sound library can be requested by

• 268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)

• VO_VocoderFemale.tnw

sending an e-mail containing the keyword

• Comprehensive PDF documentation

• DR_XdrumBasic.tnw

following:
• 18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)

The User Voices feature multiple drum kits,

• VO_VocoderMale.tnw

sound effects, vocal / vocoder kits, and

The samples used in the Voices are also

synth sounds. Here‘s an overview of the

provided as WAV files. Hence you can use

User Voices:

the downloadable Tenori-On User Voice

• BA_MiniSquare.tnw
• FX_Atmo.tnw
• BA_Xbass.tnw
• FX_Long.tnw
• CO_CombKit1.tnw

Manager to individually re-map the drum
and FX kits. This way you can modify the

„Tenori-On European Voice & Samplebank“
to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY
SOUNDS with a password and a link where
the file can be downloaded. The size of the
download file is 49 MB.

supplied kits or combine new ones from the

In addition you are automatically registe-

scratch.

red for the free monthly Music Production

The User Voices „CO_CombKit1“ and

Guide.

„CO_CombKit2“ demonstrate how the

• FX_Short.tnw

sounds can be combined in a creative way.

• CO_CombKit2.tnw

They use samples from different sample di-
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F re e D r u m kits
f or DTX 9 0 0 & D TX T REME I I I
Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
There are five content packages available for downloading:
• Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)
Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available.
For more information and the download links visit:
http://dtxdrums.yamaha.com
Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section.

Ocean Way Drums DTXPANSION Kit
These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library from Ocean Way
(Sonic Reality).
The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:
http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php

F re e D r u m kits
f or th e D T X -MU L T I 1 2
Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download.
It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files:
File 1 = Acoustic Kits
• Jazz Maple (5 variations)
• Oak X Single (5 variations)
• Vintage (5 variations)
• Rock Single (5 variations)
File 2 = Electronic Kits
• ClasscDance
• Classic RX
• Drum’n’Bass
• HipHop90bpm
• House 128bpm
More information and download links can be found here:
http://download.yamaha.com
First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.
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D T X - MU L T I 1 2 S o u n d s e t:
„O ri e n t a l P e r c u s s i o n“
The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end
features and sounds from the DTX and MOTIF series and provides an
optimum tool for live drumming, productions or rehearsals.
With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI enriches any musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can
be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every conceivable musical style with
the best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled
with additional samples which then can be assigned to the Pads.
Now the brand new soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for
registered users. It is provided by EASY SOUNDS on behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free
of charge.
The download package includes the following:
• 50 Patterns
• 24 Kits
• 132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)
The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music.
It‘s based on authentic samples of oriental percussion instruments.
The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop,
World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.
„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.
Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known
pop and rock stars such as Tarkan (1993-2008) and many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden
Goksen, Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its first
album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers. Right now his band is working
on a second album. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the production
of an electro-acoustic-oriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appears
in 2010.
The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first
place and serve as basis for his own music productions.
This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12
Oriental“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the
file can be downloaded. The size of the download file is 24 MB.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide.
Alternatively the Soundpackage can be delivered on an USB memory stick, which must be
ordered for a reasonable price from www.easysounds.de in addition to the e-mail procedure
mentioned above. Remember to add the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to your USB memory
stick order.
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F re e T u t or i a l D V D
f or MO T IF X S / X F U s e r s
The free tutorial DVD „The World of MOTIF XS“ (English language) is available for all registered european MOTIF XS and MOTIF XF users.
The DVD procures comprehensive instructions on how to use a MOTIF XS in a music production environment. The running time of over 3 hours covers deep insights in topics like interactive Arpeggios, live performances, sampling, recording sessions, Cubase AI and much more.
Although the instructions refer to the MOTIF XS, this DVD is of interest for MOTIF XF users,
because the XS‘ operation is substantially the same concept.
To request this DVD simply write an e-mail to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
Please give your name, address, serial number of your MOTIF XS or MOTIF XF, and the keyword „The World of MOTIF XS“ - even if you already are a registered MOTIF XS user.
Important note: This DVD can not be shipped outside Europe!

C ubas e A I T ut o r i a l Vid e o s
f or r egi s t er ed u s e r s
Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most of
the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music
Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included – for
those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good reason
more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a music production tool with functions which were exclusive for high-end studios not
very long time ago.
Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music Production
instrument with included Cubase AI software are qualified to request
a free English language tutorial CD from ASK Video containing 23
videos on how to use Cubase AI4.
The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks
last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail
containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your
name and address to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial DVD „The World
of MOTIF XS“.
Important note: This CD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!
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Option a l s oun d s e t s f o r
MOTI F - S er i es / S - S e r i e s / MO
„ Xtasyn“

„Hypnotic Stepz“

Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for dance,
trance, pop, and electronic. Phat leads &
synthcomps, pads, FX. Special attack Waveforms for punchy sounds

For users having a penchant for stepsequencers and analogue synth sounds. Synth
sounds, drums and sequences are impres
sively combined

„FM Xpanded – Vol . 1:
Electric Piano & Clavinet“

„Magical Pads“

Sample-based FM sounds with very high dynamic and authenticity, which are heavily
based on classic DX7 sounds, but also offer
new and innovative creations

Provides warm, analogue pad sounds with
huge atmosphere. Refined with sweeps,
swells, synthbrasses, atmo-sounds, and musical sound effects

„Phat Analog“

„Mystic Spheres“

Synthleads,
pads
&
more!
Time
less Voice and sample library with a
Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths) and JP-8
sounds. The ultimate analogue extension!

The ultimate Ambient + Electronic set. It contains atmospheres, pads, sound effects, spacy
synth leads, trance sounds, vocal pads, and
analogue vintage sounds

„Chill Xperience“

„Vocoder Dreamz“

Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient,
New Age, Electronic, and related genres.
These sounds offer a high level of musical
inspiration

Combines vocoder Voices, vocal phrase kits,
and drum loop kits. The vocal phrases and
drum loops are controlled by User Arpeggios.
Its speciality is the vocoder choirs

„Drum Performer“

„Organ Session“

Lavishly produced ‘Real Drums’ for extremely
realistic sound; dry, fat and punchy. Extreme
range of sounds achieved by different recording techniques

This set is an impressive emulation of the
legendary Hammond B3. Smacky organ
sounds with concise key click and controllable
percussion. Perfect for Rock, Pop and Jazz

„Stage & Studio“
The ultimate top 40 and live set! Contains
the most important standard instruments and
synth sounds for live musicians. Outstanding
performance and power

General Information:
The above sound sets are available for the following devices:
• MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS, MOTIF ES, MOTIF-RACK XS,
		 MOTIF-RACK ES, S90 XS, S70 XS, S90 ES, MO6, MO8

„Dance Xpanded“
Sounds for Dance, Trance, Electronic, Chill
Out, Pop. The Voices include atmospheres,
pads, leads, synth basses, chord synths, gated
pads, and arpsounds

• The sound sets ‘FM Xpanded’, Drum Performer and
		 ‘Vocoder Dreamz’ are available exclusively for MOTIF XS
		 and MOTIF XF
Each sound set contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device,
additional content such as Performances, Samples, User Arpeggios, and WAV Loops are included. Further details can be found on
www.easysounds.de

„Synth Xtreme“

Price per soundset= 35,- EUR

Offers a vast range of fat, analogue synth
sounds of the highest quality. Suitable for
Trance, Electronic, Techno, and many other
genres of trendy pop music

The soundsets are available from:
EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker
vertrieb@easysounds.de
http://www.easysounds.de
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Impr int & f u r t h e r L i n k s

Important websites
for MOTIF users
Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers
including a comprehensive download section
http://www.yamahasynth.com/

Yamaha
Music Production Guide
The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production product series and Computer Music Instruments
Published by

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

EASY SOUNDS

http://www.yamaha-europe.com

Peter Krischker

American MOTIF support website including message

Am Langberg 97 A

board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“
downloads
http://www.motifator.com/

D-21033 Hamburg
Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23
in cooperation with

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

USB sticks for Yamaha synths

Siemensstraße 43

http://www.easysounds.de

D-25462 Rellingen
Telephone: +49 41 01 - 30 30

John Melas MOTIF Site
Editor softwares for the MOTIF series
http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de
The

free

Music

Production

Guide

contains

news,

tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and
around

Music Production Guide
History
You can download all English editions already pub-

Yamaha

synthesizers

of

the

MOTIF

series,

S series, MO series, MM series, Tenori-On, and articles
about recording, software, and Computer Music Instruments.

lished as one single ZIP file using this link to the EASY

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music Produc-

SOUNDS website:

tion Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:

http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides_E.zip
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